9/11 FAMILIES UNITED TO BANKRUPT TERRORISM
POSITION PAPER 1:
Foreseeability of the 9-11-01 Attacks on the U.S. Homeland
Overview
In its work to root out and bankrupt the logistical and funding sources of
terrorism, Ness, Motley, on behalf of the 9/11 Families United To Bankrupt Terrorism,
has compiled significant evidence and information that illustrates a requisite knowledge,
years in advance of September 11, 2001, by industry, government, and financiers of
terrorism of a likely plot whereby suicidal hijackers would use civilian aircraft as a
weapon of mass destruction against high profile domestic landmarks.
We believe the below analysis regarding pre-September 11th terrorist activities
and the failure of government and industry to protect the public from these threats may be
of value to the Commission as it attempts to identify the systemic deficiencies in
government and industry leading up to the attacks. Specifically, the compilation of the
referenced information illustrates:
• A decades- long pattern of increased violence and lethality of terrorist attacks
against commercial aircraft;
• A number of earlier plots by Al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups to use
airplanes as guided missiles against high-profile landmarks;
• An inability by government and industry to prevent such an attack from taking
place;
• An understanding and acknowledgement of these terrorist activities by
financial supporters of Saudi Arabian based charities.
We hope the Commission will utilize this information in its broader effort to
enhance our nation’s understanding of the events leading up to the 9/11 attacks.

Historical Trends
It is instructive to examine the history of terrorist acts against civilian aircraft in
order to better understand the overarching trends of terrorism and challenges in aviation
security. Government, industry, and terrorist financiers have long understood the
increasing threat of mass terrorist violence from hijacking civilian aircraft and the likely
plot scenarios for inflicting maximum loss of life and strategic impact on economic and
political centers. Yet, as the world has so dramatically seen, government did not
effectively counteract these threats with adequate safety and security measures to prevent
a coordinated and large scale hijacking attack from occurring on airliners. Furthermore,
there is ample evidence available from government and news sources which illustrates
that the aviation industry consistently ignored persistent security threats against American
civilian aircraft.
Terrorist hijackings of airliners are not a new problem. During the first fifty years
of commercial aviation, there were 1,098 attacks on civilian airliners and the most
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common form of attack has been hijackings—constituting 87 percent of all attacks on
airliners (959 of 1,098 incidents). Paul Wilkinson and Brian Jenkins, Aviation Terrorism
and Security, (1999). While the actual number of attacks and hijackings on commercial
airliners has declined since the 1970s, the lethality of attacks has dramatically increased.
For instance, from 1967-1976, when there were the greatest number of attacks and
hijackings of commercial airliners, there were 679 fatalities that occurred as a result of
these acts. However, from 1987-1996, when the number of attacks against airliners were
far fewer, there were 1,051 fatalities. Id. at 18.
Important to note, however, is the fact that during the same time period when the
lethality of attacks was increasing, 1976-1996, the rate of thwarting hijackings and
attacks actually decreased:
In North America the rate of thwarting of hijackings over the most recent
two decades has been 43 percent and in Western Europe 24 percent (still a
better than two-to-one chance of success for the average hijacker,
respectively). Yet, in the most recent decade the thwarting rate in North
America has dropped to 23 percent and in Western Europe to merely 8
percent.
Id.
When evaluating whether the September 11th attacks could have been foreseen, it
is easy to confuse the result of the hijacking with the cause of the hijacking. The reality
is that once an aircraft has been hijacked, there is little, if anything, that can be done.
Therefore, the question of what is preventable must stem from the cause and not the
result. The hijacking of a commercial airliner will always remain a favorite terrorist
target because such events are extraordinarily dangerous, always widely televised and
invoke tremendous public fear. Following is a chronological timeline of events from the
onset of airline terrorism through the September 11th , 2001 terrorist attacks on the United
States. The information highlights the growing threat of increasingly lethal attacks on
civilian aircraft. Significantly, the compiled data illustrates the forseeability and advance
knowledge and understanding that financiers of terrorist organizations, government
officials and industry experts had regarding the possibility of suicide hijackers
commandeering a plane and flying the aircraft into high profile economic and political
landmarks as occurred on September 11, 2001.

A Timeline of Terrorism
1961
The first hijacking of an American carrier occurred in the United States.
(White House Commission on Aviation Security and Terrorism, 1996)
May 7, 1964
A former member of Philippine Olympic Yachting team boarded a Pacific Airlines plane
shot the pilot and co-pilot and crashed the plane.
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July 1968
An El Al Boeing 707 flying from Rome to Tel Aviv was hijacked by three members of
the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine and flown to Algeria. Male Israeli crew
and passengers were held hostage until September 1, when Israel and the Algerian
government strike a deal to release 16 Arab prisoners in exchange for the freeing of the
12 remaining hostages. The hijackings established an historical precedent: the first
terrorist hijacking in which political demands were met. The incident led to a dramatic
rise in politically motivated airline hijackings over the ensuing years.
(The Terrorist Threat to Commercial Aviation, 1989)
September 6, 1970
Members of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) hijacked Pan Am
Flight 93, TWA Flight 741 and a Swissair flight, all bound for New York. The same day,
members of the PFLP attempted to hijack El Al Flight 219 but were thwarted by air
marshals during the flight. On September 9, 1970, a BOAC VC-10 from Bombay to
Beirut was hijacked by the PFLP to urge the realization of their demands. The hijackers
demanded the release of Palestinian extremists imprisoned in Germany, Switzerland and
Israel.
On the Pan Am Flight, two passengers with handguns and grenades ordered the plane to
Lebanon and then Egypt. At a stop in Beirut, the plane was loaded with explosives which
detonated shortly after landing, leaving little time for passengers and crew to escape. All
of the passengers were held hostage until September 12, 1970, when 255 hostages from
the four flights were released; however, the terrorists continued to hold 56 passengers.
The terrorists also destroyed the three remaining planes. The prisoners were released as a
result of negotiations with Britain and several other governments. This series of events
has come to be known as “Black September.”
June 1985
TWA Flight 847. The flight from Athens to Rome was hijacked one half hour into the
flight by two men with guns and hand grenades. The terrorists claimed to be members of
an Islamic jihad and commandeered the Boeing 727 to Beirut. When Beirut refused them
permission to land, the terrorists threatened to crash the plane into the control tower or
the presidential palace. The plane landed, refueled and released half a dozen women and
children and departed for Algiers. More passengers were released over the course of
several trips between Beirut and Algiers. Thirty- nine Americans were held hostage on
the plane for seventeen days. All were eventually released except Robert Stephen, a US
Navy Diver, who was murdered and hurled from the plane to the tarmac. The plane was
eventually blown up.
July 19, 1985
National Security Decision Directive 180 signed by President Ronald Reagan:
International civil aviation is becoming a high visibility target for terrorist
activities. Numerous terrorist acts directed against U.S. and other air carriers in
recent weeks pose a significant threat to international commerce and our national
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interests. Recent violent terrorist acts have resulted in the murder, torture and
kidnapping of U.S. citizens and the death of hundreds of others. It is imperative
to prevent and/or respond to subsequent terrorist acts.
The Department of Transportation, in coordination with the Interagency Working
Group on Combating Terrorism and the Technical Support Working Group, will
carry out an expanded research and development program covering detection of
explosive and incendiary devices, hijack prevention, and other security system
enhancements. Projects presently planned will be accelerated and necessary
additional projects will be initiated this fiscal year and thereafter.
Enhanced Airline Security Training. The Department of Transportation shall
ensure that appropriately enhanced security training and threat awareness
briefings are provided for all crewmembers of U.S. air carriers who serve on highrisk flights. The FAA shall further require that for such flights a designated
security coordinator is responsible for monitoring security systems and advising
the pilot in command that all necessary security requirements have been met prior
to departure.
December 7, 1987
Forty-three people died when a Pacific Southwest Airlines Flight 1771 crashed after a
disgruntled former employee shot the pilots.
December 21, 1988
Libyan terrorists blow up Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, killing 259
people on the plane and 11 people on the ground.
March 1989
RAND Corporation terrorism expert Brian Jenkins published his important study ‘The
Terrorist Threat to Commercial Aviation.’ In the study, Jenkins eerily describes the
possibility of a suicide hijacking:
The nightmare of governments is that suicidal terrorists will hijack a
commercial airliner and, by killing or replacing its crew, crash into a city
or some vital facility. It has been threatened in at least one case: In 1977,
an airliner believed to have been hijacked, crashed, killing all on board.
And in 1987, a homicidal, suicidal ex-employee boarded a commercial
airliner where he shot his former boss and brought about the crash of the
airliner, killing all 44 on board. Fear of such incidents is offered as a
powerful argument for immobilizing hijacked aircraft on the ground at the
first opportunity and also, some argue, for armoring the flight deck. What
are we likely to see in the future? Perhaps fewer but deadlier and more
sophisticated terrorist hijackings.
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August 4, 1989
The President’s Commission on Aviation Security and Terrorism is published. The
Commission finds “the Federal Aviation Administration to be a reactive agency—
preoccupied with responses to events to the exclusion of adequate contingency planning
in anticipation of future threats.” In addition, the Commission identified that “most
threats to civil aviation have come primarily from Middle-East based terrorist cells and
factions.”
September 1989
Terrorists bombed French UTA Flight 772, from Brazzaville, Congo to Paris. The plane
explodes in mid-air, killing 171.
November 1989
Latin American drug cartel terrorists bombed Columbia Avianca Flight 203 from Bogota
to Cali, Columbia, claiming 107 lives.
February 1993
A bomb is detonated in the parking garage of the World Trade Center in New York City.
The central figures in the successful plot were Khalid Sheik Mohammed, Ramzi Yousef
and Sheikh Omar Abd al-Rahman, all of whom have been linked to Osama bin Laden.
In June 2002, Khalid Sheik Mohammed confessed to Yosri Fouda, a reporter for the AlJazeera network, that he was the “mastermind of the 9-11-01 terrorist attacks.” This
confession was repeated to U.S. authorities following Khalid Sheik Mohammed’s recent
arrest in Pakistan.
June 1993
The FBI arrested eight individuals for plotting to bomb a number of New York City
landmarks, including the United Nations building and the Lincoln and Holland tunnels.
1994
The National Intelligence Council compiles a comprehensive inter-agency intelligence
report entitled ‘Terror 2000: The Future Face of Terrorism.’ Authored by senior U.S.
government, private-sector, and international experts on counterterrorism and security,
the report describes various terrorist plots, including how hijackers could use airliners to
hit high profile national landmarks such as the Pentagon or White House. Complete
copies of the report have never been released to the public.
Significantly, the report states:
Targets such as the World Trade Center not only provide the requisite
casualties but because of their symbolic nature provide more bang for the
buck. In order to maximize their odds for success, terrorist groups will
likely consider mounting multiple, simultaneous operations with the aim
of overtaxing a government’s ability to respond, as well as to demonstrate
their professionalism and reach.
(UPI, September 17, 2001)
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April 7, 1994
A disgruntled Federal Express pilot used his identification badge to smuggle a spear gun,
knife and hammer on board another Federal Express flight where he was riding in the
jump seat. He charged the cockpit, fractured the skulls of the pilots and planned to crash
into the Federal Express hub at the Memphis airport. Some of the crew members were
miraculously able to recover control of the plane and safely land the aircraft.
December 1994
The Algerian Armed Islamic Group hijacked an Air France flight in Algiers and
threatened to crash it into the Eiffel Tower. French authorities deceived the terrorists into
thinking the plane did not have enough fuel to reach Paris and diverted it to Marseilles. A
French anti-terrorist force stormed the plane and killed all four terrorists.
(Senate Intelligence Committee Testimony, 9/18/02)
January 1995
Philippine National Police raid turned up materials in a Manila apartment indicating that
three individuals - Ramzi Yousef, Abdul Murad, and Khalid Sheikh Mohammad planned, among other things, to crash an airplane into CIA headquarters in Langley,
Virginia. The Philippine National Police said that the same group was responsible for the
bombing of a Philippine airliner on December 12, 1994.
Authorities also uncover the Bojinka plot to simultaneously blow up 12 commercial
aircraft over the Pacific Ocean. In addition, a letter written by the terrorists who planned
the failed 1993 WTC bombing is found on a computer disk by law enforcement officials
in the Philippines. The letter warns that future attacks would be more precise and they
would continue to target the WTC if their demands were not met.
(U.S. v. Yousef, Docket No. 98-1041, (2nd Cir., April 4, 2003); FBI Documents; L.A.
Times 9/1/02; Insight 5/27/02; See April 10, 1995 entry for plot to fly plane into CIA
headquarters)
January 6, 1995
Terrorist Ramzi Yousef is arrested in Pakistan. The next day, as Yousef is flying over
New York City on his way to prison, an FBI agent says to Yousef, “You see the Trade
Centers down there, they’re still standing, aren’t they?” Yousef responds, “They
wouldn’t be if I had enough money and enough explosives.”
(MSNBC, 9/23/01)
April, 1995
In the April 3, 1995 edition of Time, the magazine’s cover story reports on the potential
for terrorists to kill thousands in highly destructive acts. Senator Sam Nunn outlines a
scenario in which terrorists destroy the U.S. Capitol Building by crashing a radio
controlled airplane into it. “It’s not far- fetched,” he says. His idea was taken from the
popular Tom Clancy book Debt of Honour published in August 1994.
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April 10, 1995
In an FBI confession interview, Abdul Hakim Hasim Murad a fellow Bojinka Plot
conspirator and roommate of Ramzi Yousef, described the Manila cell’s plan to fly a
plane into the CIA headquarters (paraphrased here by the FBI):
What the subject has in his mind is that he will board any American
commercial aircraft pretending to be an ordinary passenger. Then he will
hijack said aircraft, control its cockpit and dive it at the CIA headquarters.
There will be no bomb or any explosive that he will use in its execution.
It is simply a suicidal mission that he is very much willing to execute.
(FBI Documents; 9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
June 21, 1995
Memorandum from President William Jefferson Clinton to his Cabinet on the subject of
U.S. Policy on Counterterrorism:
Within the United States, we shall vigorously apply U.S. laws and seek
new legislation to prevent terrorist groups from operating in the United
States or using it as a base for recruitment, training, fund raising or other
related activities. (U)
G. Transportation - related terrorism: The Federal Aviation
Administration has exclusive responsibility in instances of air piracy for
the coordination of any law enforcement activity affecting the safety of
persons aboard aircraft within the special aircraft jurisdiction of the U.S.
as defined in public law. The Department of Justice, acting through the
FBI, shall establish and maintain procedures, in coordination with the
Departments of State, Defense, and Transportation, to ensure the efficient
resolution of terrorist hijackings. These procedures shall be based on the
principle of lead agency responsibility for command, control and rules of
engagement. (U)
November 13, 1995
A car-bomb in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia kills seven people, five of them American military
and civilian advisers for National Guard training. Al Qaeda-related groups including the
"Tigers of the Gulf," "Islamist Movement for Change," and "Fighting Advocates of God"
fax a letter to CNN claiming responsibility for the attacks and explaining that it was
carried out in retaliation for the imprisonment of sheiks al-Ouda and al-Hawali.
(United States v. Sami Omar Al-Hussayen, Case No. CR03-48-N, Testimony of Michael
Gneckow, March 11-12, 2003)
January 1996
The Intelligence Community obtained information concerning a planned suicide attack by
individuals associated with Sheikh Omar Adb al-Rahman. The plan was to fly to the
United States from Afghanistan and smash the plane into White House.
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June 25, 1996
A bomb aboard a fuel truck explodes outside a U.S. air force installation in Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia. Nineteen U.S. military personnel are killed in the Khobar Towers housing
facility, and 515 are wounded, including 240 Americans.
August 1996
Osama bin Laden issues a public fatwa entitled, “Declaration of War against the
Americans Occupying the Land of the Two Holy Places.” The statement, first published
in Al Quds Al Arabi, authorizes attacks on Western military targets in the Arabian
Peninsula. Bin Laden declares: “It is a duty now on every tribe in the Arab Peninsula to
fight, Jihad, in the cause of Allah and to cleanse the land from those occupiers. Allah
knows that their blood is permitted to be spilled and their wealth is a booty; their wealth
is a booty to those who kill them.”
October 1996
The Intelligence Community obtained information regarding an Iranian plot to hijack a
Japanese plane over Israel and crash it into Tel Aviv. An individual would board the
plane in the Far East. During the flight, he would commandeer the aircraft, order it to fly
over Tel Aviv, and then crash the plane into the city. The plot was never carried out.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
Autumn 1996-1997
Following the crash and suspected bombing of TWA Flight 800 in July 1996, President
Bill Clinton established a White House Commission on Aviation Safety and Security
chaired by Vice President Albert Gore to assess the civilian aviation security and safety
environment and provide recommendations for improvements.
During this study, top experts and government officials were made aware of the persistent
and growing threat of large scale terrorist violence through airline hijackings and the use
of airliners as missiles.
The 1996 White House Commission observed a video entitled “The Future Face of
Terrorism.” The transcript of the video depicts the face of terrorism as Ramzi Ahmed
Yousef. Yousef was among the terrorists who planned to blow-up 12 U.S. airplanes
simultaneously over the Pacific Ocean in the Bojinka Plot. The video transcript describes
the dramatically increasing threat of mass terrorist violence using commercial aircraft:
Terrorists today are potentially much more dangerous. Open societies and
computer literacy make a wealth of knowledge and information easily
available. They can target a single individual. But typically their goal is
maximum destruction and massive casualties--witness the bombing of the
World Trade Center…
A terrorist attack against an aircraft or airport inside the United States remains
a real threat. Many [terrorists] are young…repressed and very angry. They
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see terrorism as a way out of their social situation or as a means to support
religious and political ideals. Some even believe suicidal missions will gain
them ever-lasting life.
This is the face of terrorism threatening the airline industry as America enters
the 21st century. Ramzi Ahmed Yousef is well- educated, technically skilled in
his deadly craft and highly motivated. And in 1995 he and a small cell of coconspirators planned to spirit bombs aboard 11 US Flag aircraft and blow
them from the sky—all on the same day.
Because they can be so difficult to detect, terrorists like Yousef can strike both
within the United States and overseas.
Civil aviation has been and continues to be a major target for terrorist
organizations. Terrorists tend to have a profile we can watch for. They may
pay for their tickets in cash, arrange for one way travel or show up on the date
of travel without having made reservations. Terrorists tend to use false or
altered passports. Close scrutiny of passports and accompanying documents
may reveal tampering.
(1996-97 White House Commission on Aviation Security)
November 23, 1996
Ethiopian Airlines Flight 961 flight from Ethiopia to Nairobi, Kenya was hijacked by
three middle-aged individuals who instructed the pilot to fly to Australia. The pilot was
aware there was not enough fuel to make it there, and when the plane's engines started
shutting down due to lack of fuel, the hijackers tried to take control of the plane and crash
it into a Gawala seaside resort near the Comoros Islands. The plane crashed 500 yards
from the resort; 123 people died.
1997
One of the units at FBI headquarters became concerned about the possibility of a terrorist
group using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) for terrorist attacks. The FBI and CIA
became aware of reporting that the unnamed group had purchased a UAV. At the time,
the agencies’ view was that the only reason that the group would need a UAV would be
for either reconnaissance or attack. There was more concern about the possibility of an
attack outside the United States, for example, by flying a UAV into a U.S. Embassy or a
visiting U.S. delegation.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
1997
Members of Al Qaeda living in Madrid, Spain traveled to the United States and prepared
several surveillance videos of the World Trade Center, Sears Tower, Golden Gate Bridge,
Disneyland, and Las Vegas. These videos were recovered by Spanish authorities and
turned over to the 9/11 Families United to Bankrupt Terrorism. One section of the video
depicts the terrorist sitting in Manhattan and looking at the skyline as he states, “These
buildings are going to come down.”
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February 23, 1998
Osama bin Laden issues a fatwa, declaring it a religious duty of all Muslims “to kill the
Americans and their allies-civilians and military and plunder their money when and
wherever they find it…in any country in which it is possible.” The statement is an
expansion of an earlier fatwa issued in August 1996.
August 1998
The Intelligence Community obtained information that a group of unidentified Arabs
planned to fly an explosive- laden plane from a foreign country into the World Trade
Center. The information was passed to the FBI and the FAA. The FAA found the plot
highly unlikely given the state of that foreign country’s aviation program. Moreover, they
believed that a flight originating outside the United States would be detected before it
reached its intended target inside the United States. The FBI’s New York office took no
action on the information, filing the communication in the office’s bombing repository
file. The Intelligence Community has acquired additional information since then
indicating there may be links between this group and other terrorist groups, including al
Qaeda.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
August 7, 1998
In its most deadly act of terrorism yet, al Qaeda claimed responsibility for bombing the
U.S. embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. In Nairobi, 12
Americans are among the 291 killed, and over 5,000 are wounded, including 6
Americans. In Dar es Salaam, one U.S. citizen is wounded among the 10 killed and 77
injured. 1
September 1998
The U.S. Intelligence Community obtained information that Osama bin Laden’s next
operation could possibly involve flying an aircraft loaded with explosives into a U.S.
airport and detonating it; this information was provided to senior U.S. Government
officials in late 1998.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
November 1998
The U.S. Intelligence Community obtained information that the Turkish Kaplancilar, an
Islamic extremist group, had planned a suicide attack to coincide with celebrations
marking the death of Ataturk, the founder of modern Turkey. The conspirators, who were
arrested, planned to crash an airplane packed with explosives into Ataturk’s tomb during
a government ceremony. The Turkish press said the group had cooperated with Osama
1

In 1999, as a result of the bombings of the US embassies in Africa, the United States’ government
sent a delegation to the United Arab Emirates and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to warn them significant
funds from their countries were being used to finance al Qaeda’s terrorist attacks. In spite of these
warnings, these countries failed to enact any serious regulations of banks, charities, or mosques. Instead,
they turned a blind eye to this problem. See Statements given by William Wechsler and Lee Wolosky to
instant plaintiffs counsel. The trip is also described by Dan Benjamin in The Age of Sacred Terror (2002).
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bin Laden. The FBI’s New York office included this incident in one of its Osama bin
Laden databases.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
1999
A widely circulated interagency study commissioned by the National Intelligence
Council entitled ‘The Sociology and Psychology of Terrorism: Who Becomes a Terrorist
and Why?,’ laid out several hypothetical attack scenarios posed by the most dangerous
terrorist organizations in the world. Among other possible terrorist plots, the study
describes the possibility of al Qaeda suicide bombers crash- landing an aircraft into the
Pentagon:
Al Qaeda's expected retaliation for the U.S. cruise missile attack against al
Qaeda's training facilities in Afghanistan on August 20, 1998, could take several
forms of terrorist attack in the nation's capital. Al-Qaeda could detonate a
Chechen-type building-buster bomb at a federal building. Suicide bomber(s)
belonging to al-Qaeda's Martyrdom Battalion could crash- land an aircraft packed
with high explosives (C-4 and Semtex) into the Pentagon, the headquarters of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), or the White House. Ramzi Yousef had
planned to do this against the CIA headquarters. In addition, both al-Qaeda and
Yousef were linked to a plot to assassinate President Clinton during his visit to the
Philippines in early 1995.
Following the August 1998 cruise missile attack, at least one Islamic religious
leader called for Clinton's assassination, and another stated that "the time is not
far off" for when the White House will be destroyed by a nuclear bomb. AlQaeda's retaliation, however, is more likely to take the lower-risk form of
bombing one or more U.S. airliners with time-bombs. Yousef was planning
simultaneous bombings of 11 U.S. airliners prior to his capture. Whatever form an
attack may take, bin Laden will most likely retaliate in a spectacular way for the
cruise missile attack against his Afghan camp in August 1998.
(Federal Research Division, September 1999)
February 1999
The Intelligence Community obtained information that Iraq had formed a suicide pilot
unit that it planned to use against British and U.S. forces in the Persian Gulf.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
March 1999
The U.S. Intelligence Community obtained information regarding plans by an al-Qaeda
member, to fly a hang glider into the Egyptian Presidential Palace and then detonate the
explosives he was carrying. The individual was subsequently arrested and is in custody
abroad.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
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May 1999
An investigation in the Southern District of New York into the case of USA v. Ihab
Mohamed Ali, reveals that the defendant, an accused al Qaeda operative, received pilot
training in Oklahoma in 1994. This discovery illustrates government knowledge of alQaeda operatives receiving pilot lessons in the United States more than two years prior to
September 11, 2001.
(USA v. Ihab Mohamed Ali, United States District Court, Southern District of New York)
July 1999
U.S. government informant Randy Glass records a conversation he shares with Pakistani
arms dealers, held at a restaurant within view of the World Trade Center. R.G. Abbas,
one of the Pakistani dealers, points to the WTC and says, “Those towers are coming
down.” Abbas later makes other references to an attack on the WTC. Glass passes these
warnings on to government officials, but he claims “The complaints were ordered
sanitized by the highest levels of government.”
(NBC Dateline, 3/18/03)
October 31, 1999
Egypt Air Flight 900. The pilot, quietly repeating an Islamic prayer, crashed, apparently
with intent, the Boeing 767 into the Atlantic Ocean shortly after its departure from New
York’s JFK Airport.
April 2000
The Intelligence Community obtained information regarding an alleged Bin Laden plot to
hijack a 747 airliner. The source was a “walk- in” to the FBI’s Newark office who
claimed that he had been to a training camp in Pakistan where he learned hijacking
techniques and received arms training. He also stated that he was supposed to meet five
to six other individuals in the United States who would also participate in the plot. They
were instructed to use all necessary force to take over the plane because there would be
pilots among the hijacking team. The plan was to fly the plane to Afghanistan, and if they
would not make it there, that they were to blow up the plane.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
May 2000
U.S. Department of Agriculture Loan Officer Johnelle Bryant met with 9/11 organizer
Mohammed Atta in a USDA Miami- Dade County field office. Atta attempts to secure a
$650,000 loan for a crop-dusting business he supposedly developing. Atta tells Bryant
that he had just arrived in the United States from Afghanistan "to start his dream, which
was to go to flight school and get his pilot's license, and work both as a charter pilot and a
crop duster too," Bryant told ABC news in a June 6, 2002 interview. Atta wanted to
finance a twin-engine six-passenger aircraft, remove the seats and “build a chemical tank
that would fit inside the aircraft and take up every available square inch of the aircraft
except for where the pilot would be sitting." When Bryant explained that there was an
application process, Atta became "very agitated." He thought the loan would be in cash,
and that he would have no trouble obtaining it to purchase an aircraft. He also remarked
about the lack of security in the building, pointing specifically to a safe behind Bryant's
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desk. "He asked me what would prevent him from going behind my desk and cutting my
throat and making off with the millions of dollars in that safe," said Bryant. According to
anonymous law enforcement officials, packing twin-engine planes with explosive
chemicals, making it a flying bomb, had been the terrorists' plan since the mid-1990s.
Before leaving Bryant's office, Atta became fixated with an aerial photo of Washington
that was hanging on her office wall. "He just said that it was one of the prettiest, the best
he'd ever seen of Washington," she said, remembering that he was impressed with the
panoramic view that captured all the monuments and buildings in one photograph,
pointing specifically to the Pentagon and the White House. "He pulled out a wad of
cash," she said, "and started throwing money on my desk. He wanted that picture really
bad." Bryant indicated that the picture was not for sale, and he threw more money down.
"His look on his face became very bitter at that point," Bryant remembers. "I believe he
said, 'How would America like it if another country destroyed that city and some of the
monuments in it,' like the cities in his country had been destroyed?"
(ABC News, 6/6/02)
October 12, 2000
A terrorist bomb damages the destroyer U.S.S. Cole in the port of Aden, Yemen, killing
17 American sailors and injuring 39. Al Qaeda accepts responsibility for the attack.
October 24-26, 2000
Pentagon officials carry out a “detailed” emergency drill based upon the crashing of a
hijacked airliner into the Pentagon.
(MDW News Service 11/3/00; Mirror 5/24/02)
April 2001
The Intelligence Community obtained information from a source with terrorist
connections who speculated that Bin Laden would be interested in commercial pilots as
potential terrorists. The source warned that the United States should not focus only on
embassy bombings, that terrorists sought “spectacular and traumatic” attacks, and that the
first World Trade Center bombing would be the type of attack that would be appealing.
The source did not mention a timeframe for any attack. The information was not
disseminated within the U.S. Intelligence Community.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
May 2001
Department of Defense medical personnel are trained for a hypothetical airliner hijacking
attack on the Pentagon.
(U.S. Medicine, October 2001)
May 2001
An article appears on a Web site maintained by defendant Sami Omar Al- Hussayen,
currently on trial in United States District Court, District of Idaho, Southern Division,
written by radical Saudi sheik, Homed Ali (phonetic) which reads, “the holy warrior must
kill himself if he knows that this will lead to the killing of a great number of the enemies:
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“[H]e will not be able to kill them without killing himself first or demolishing a center
vital to the enemy or its military force…” “This is not possible except by involving the
human element in the operation. In this new era, this can be accomplished with the
modern means of bombing or bringing down an airplane on an important location that
will cause the enemy great losses.”
(United States v. Sami Omar Al-Hussayen, Case No. CR03-48-N, Testimony of Michael
Gneckow, March 11-12, 2003)
June 22, 2001
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued an “information circular” to
commercial airlines citing concern about possible hijackings.
(Reuters 5/16/02)
July 10, 2001
Phoenix, Arizona FBI agent Ken Williams sends a memorandum warning about
suspicious activities involving a group of Middle Eastern men taking flight training
lessons in Arizona. The memorandum specifically suggests that Osama bin Laden’s
followers might be trying to infiltrate the civil aviation system as pilots, security guards
or other personnel, and recommends a national program to track suspicious flight school
students. The memo is sent to the counterterrorism unit division at FBI headquarters in
Washington and to two field offices, including the counterterrorism section in New York.
The memo is ignored at all three offices.
Late July 2001
The FAA issued information circular warning airlines that terrorist groups are planning
and training for hijackings and urging carriers to use caution.
(Reuters 5/16/02)
August 2001
The Intelligence Community obtained information regarding a plot to either bomb the
U.S. Embassy in Nairobi from an airplane or crash an airplane into it. The Intelligence
Community learned that two people who were reportedly acting on instructions from
Osama Bin Laden met in October 2000 to discuss this plot.
Based on information it had in its possession at the time, the CIA sent a message to the
FAA asking the FAA to advise corporate security directors of U.S. air carriers of the
following information:
A group of six Pakistanis currently based in La Paz, Bolivia may be
planning to conduct a hijacking, or possibly a bombing or an act of
sabotage against a commercial airliner. While we have no details of the
carrier, the date, or the location of this or these possibly planned action(s),
we have learned the group has had discussions in which”…Atlanta and
New York, among other locations were mentioned as possible targets.
(9/18/02 Congressional Testimony)
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August 6, 2001
President George W. Bush reviewed a one-and-a-half page “analytic report” during his
daily intelligence briefing discussing Osama bin Laden’s historical methods of operation.
National Security Adviser Condoleeza Rice says the report cited a general possibility of
“traditional” hijackings by al Qaeda, perhaps to demand the release of Sheik Omar
Abdel-Rahman, the radical Muslim who plotted the 1993 World Trade Center bombing.
(Reuters 5/16/02)
August 15, 2001
Based on concerns raised by flight school staff at a Minnesota pilot training center,
Zacarias Moussaoui, a French citizen, is arrested and detained on an immigration
violation after illustrating alarming behavior and requesting pilot training to fly a plane
and not take off or land. The FBI confiscates his possessions, including a computer
laptop, but are not able to obtain a search warrant to examine computer contents. When
arrested, Moussaoui had in his possession two knives, fighting gloves, and shin guards.
On August 22, French authorities provide FBI officials with information connecting
Moussaoui to radical Islamic groups and indicate that he has been on a terrorist “watch
list” in France. From August 23-27, FBI agents in Minnesota attempt to obtain a search
warrant under FISA to examine the contents of Moussaoui’s laptop but are refused. On
the afternoon of September 11th , officials search Moussaoui’s computer and find
information revealing that Moussaoui may have been planning an attack using a crop
duster plane and contact information tying Moussaoui to Ramzi Binalshibh, lead hijacker
Mohammad Atta’s former roommate.
August 16, 2001
The FAA issued an information circular warning carriers to be on alert for potential
attack by people using weapons disguised as cellphones, key chains or pens.
September 20, 2001
Transportation Secretary Norman Y. Mineta testified on September 20, 2001 that:
“They had box openers, which are this long with a sharp hook—razor sharp. But
under the 4-H (ph) requirement at the time, it would not have been picked up as
an illegal carry-on.”
November 1, 2001
Statement issued by William T. Barbour, President of Argenbright Security, a security
screening company operating out of two of the terminals from which hijacked planes
departed on September 11th :
…there is no evidence to date that these employees did a single thing incorrectly.
In fact, [the screeners] were following Federal Aviation Administration
regulations that, at the time, allowed knives of up to four inches, box cutters and
corkscrews and other items to be carried onto an airplane.
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Mr. Barbour’s statement was issued in a letter to the editor of the Los Angeles Times and
published on November 1, 2001.
[This paragraph has been redacted, pending a judicial determination on Sensitive Security
Information.]

April 19, 2002
Ramzi Binalshibh and Khalid Sheik Mohammed met with Yosri Fouda, a reporter from
the Al Jazeera network, for over 48 hours. A series of interviews were conducted
wherein Khalid and Ramzi confessed to the September 11th attacks. Khalid Sheik
Mohammed stated that he was the head of the military arm of Al Qaeda and he was the
“mastermind behind the attack.” Ramzi Binalshibh was the head of operations and
coordinated communications between Afghanistan and Mohammed Atta.
(Yosri Fouda’s conversation with The 9/11 Families United to Bankrupt Terrorism. A
translation of Ramzi’s interview with Fouda is attached. Audio and videotapes of Khalid
Sheik Mohammed were confiscated by the terrorists and not returned to Yosri Fouda.)
June 2, 2002
Newsweek reported that the FBI have prepared a detailed chart showing how agents
could have uncovered the terrorist plot if the CIA had told them what it knew about the
hijackers Almihdhar and Alhazmi sooner. One FBI official says, “There’s no question
we could have tied all 19 hijackers together.”
(Newsweek, 6/2/02)
September 18, 2002
Eleanor Hill, Staff Director of the Joint Congressional Inquiry into the September 11,
2001 attacks, testified before Congress regarding the government’s general awareness
and knowledge of the attacks prior to 9/11:
Central to the September 11 attacks was the terrorists’ use of airplanes as
weapons. In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks, there was much
discussion about the extent to which our Government was, or could have
been, aware of the threat of terrorist attacks of this type and the extent to
which adequate precautions were taken to address that threat. We
therefore asked the question: Did the Intelligence Community have any
information in its possession prior to September 11, 2001 indicating that
terrorists were contemplating using airplanes as weapons?
Based on our review to date of the requested information, we believe that
the Intelligence Community was aware of the potential for this type of
terrorist attack, but did not produce any specific assessments of the
likelihood that terrorists would use airplanes as weapons. Our review has
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uncovered several examples of intelligence reporting on the possible use
of airplanes as weapons in terrorist operations.
February 2003
Four plaintiffs in Burnett, et al, v. al Baraka, et al, all of whom are victims of the 9/11
attacks, testified in the Hamburg, Germany trial of Mounir el Motassadeq. On February
19, 2003, Motassadeq was sentenced to the maximum 15 years in prison for helping the
Hamburg-based al Qaeda terror cell that included lead hijacker Mohammed Atta and two
other suicide pilots. The plaintiffs’ moving testimony regarding the September attacks
highlighted the commitment of 9/11 families to holding terrorist groups and their
financiers accountable for the attacks.

Conclusion
Numerous warnings and clues were given prior to September 11th from which
terrorist financiers, our intelligence community and the aviation ind ustry could have
foreseen the hijacking attacks. In the history of commercial aviation, there are only two
methods by which an airline has been attacked--by bomb or hijacking. These methods
date back to the 1960’s and are the most frequent means by which terrorists strike. The
solution for preventing such attacks does not change regardless of the target or the
resulting catastrophe. For that reason the proper inquiry is whether it was foreseeable for
al Qaeda to hijack aircraft. No rational person could dispute the answer. Islamic
extremists, like al-Qaeda, have on numerous occasions indicated that it was prepared, not
only to hijack a commercial airliner, but to use it as a weapon. Moreover, al-Qaeda
frequently identified the World Trade Center Towers, the Pentagon and the Capitol as its
most sought-after targets.
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